EDITORIAL

Find way to fund health professionals in schools

As The Daily Item continues its reporting on health matters across the region – with reports on masked classes and the latest vaccine and dosage guidelines – it remains apparent that schools need resources to address these issues.

And in that, we welcome the one-school partnership for every public school to bring mobile dental clinics and health professionals into schools. The real harm of wondering if you are seeing a doctor is being done to the students.

A recent article in The Daily Item quoted Dr. Kent Lennington saying there are school partnerships for every public school – that partnerships for every public school – with every school district.

That partnership is in the paper. The idea is to offer dental services on-site. And they are not a barriers to care. They are not a barrier to care.

The need for professionals in schools has been growing in recent years, and we believe it will continue to grow as our communities recover from the pandemic. And the costs of serving the schools are the same. The challenge is to support the schools.

We encourage schools to consider these partnerships as they look to the future. And we encourage communities to support the schools. We encourage communities to support the schools.

We encourage schools to look at these partnerships as they look to the future. And we encourage communities to support the schools. We encourage communities to support the schools.

---

*Note: The Daily Item is committed to providing accurate information to the community. If you have any questions or concerns about the content, please contact us at 717-255-5000.*